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Overview: In this paper, I
contend
that
screening’s
perceived instability is a direct
consequence of its inability
achieve Legitimation, expound
upon the various programs and
strategies that have been—and
are currently being—employed in
attempts to establish the
discipline’s
legitimacy,
and
demonstrate the need to divert
from such continually futile
approaches. Next, I contend that
overcoming
the
stage
of
Legitimation and thus achieving
the realm’s stability is a
practicable
goal
whose
attainment
depends
on
policymakers’ reevaluation of the
premises that have underlay
previous—and continue to drive
current—screening approaches.
Finally, I present what I believe to
be four concrete strategies that
would enable policymakers to
rebuild screening into a more
respected discipline that can
effectively
transcend
the
obstacles that have historically
hindered its ability to achieve
legitimacy.

Failures of
psychological, data,
and behavioral focused
initiatives:

By recasting the (1) functional,
(2) psychological, (3) technological,
and (4) authoritative premises that
have underlay the U.S.’s screening
regime for over 40 years,
policymakers and the public can
rebuild this realm into one that
can viably overcome the
obstacles that have
continually hindered the
realm’s ability to achieve
legitimacy.

2001: The 9/11 attacks
represented a decisive
watershed moment in
the realm’s
development.
Precipitated passage of
the Aviation and
Transportation Security
Act (ATSA), which
federalized airport
security functions and
established the TSA

Thesis:
To thoroughly
understand the
disparaging perceptions
that plague the United
States’ airport passenger
screening system,
one must begin by
exploring
airport screeners’ historical quest for authority. Passenger screeners’
continued failure to gain stability and authority is the result of their discipline’s
inability to successfully complete all three stages of emergence; for over forty
years, passenger screening has remained fixed in the stages of transition.
By examining the history of passenger
screening as an ongoing ‘process of
emergence,’ it becomes evident that the
profession’s partial fulfilment of the
Preemption and Institutionalization stages
of this process have led to the practice’s
progressive development and increasing
acceptance. However, the realm’s
persistent inability to overcome the
Legitimation stage of development has
resulted in security screeners remaining a
subject of distrust and derision.

1970: President Nixon
made behavioral profiling
program mandatory for
long-range flights, calls for
air marshal program

The Ascent:
Between 1961 and 1973,
the perceived need for
airport passenger security
screening evolved from
nonexistent to politically
imperative
Methodology: To aid in this enterprise,
this paper traces the historical
processes through which paradigmatic
fields have emerged to become
perceived as authoritative and, using
their 3-stage progressions as models,
explores the mechanisms through
which airport security screening can
achieve analogous degrees of stability.

1969 – 1973:
implementation of
voluntary behavioralprofiling program and
establishment of
compulsory, physicalobject-focused
screening landscape
marked defining
moments
Achieving Direction:
Screening’s
Institutionalization was
epitomized by the
implementation of, and
transition between, the
structures that have
distinctly characterized
the U.S.’s passenger
screening landscape

No Fly List, ComputerAssisted Passenger
Prescreening Program
(CAPPS), Screening
Passengers by Observation
Techniques (SPOT), TSA
PreCheck

Concerns over the

effectiveness,
morality, reliability,
privacy
Failures of Screening’s
Traditional Object
Focus:
2014 tests “revealed
continuing weaknesses
and vulnerabilities in
the screening system”
despite ATSA and
Advanced Imaging
Technology

Turbulent Skies:
Since 1969, the U.S.’s
screening programs
have consistently
proven imperfect in
realizing their intended
goals

